
Year 7 Drama Spring 1: What is Technical Theatre 1?
A.Costume in theatre overview
Costume is what the actors wear on stage.This can have a huge visual impact, as well 
as alerting the audience to character, place and the period of history in which the play is 
set. For example, it wouldn’t be practical if a character was working as a fireman and 
wearing an elaborate costume in one scene and relaxing at home in his own clothes in 
the next one. The symbolic addition of a hat in the first scene might be enough to 
represent the role and wouldn’t interfere with the flow from one scene to the next.

Costume & Set Design terminology list:

Accessories Hats, scarfs, Jewellery, Canes etc 
that embellish a costume. 

Symbolism Costume that represents 
something (i.e Red dress 
symbolising death).

Period costume Costume that represents the era 
the character is from (i.e The 
Victorian era). 

Stage Directions Instructions in the play for 
Technical Theatre elements. 

Naturalistic Theatre that attempts to create 
the illusion of reality. 

Non - Naturalistic Theatre that is not dependent on 
life like representation. 

Backdrop A piece of cloth/ material that is 
hung at the back of the stage with 
scenery painted on. 

B. Set Design in theatre overview 
The set helps show where and when the story of a play takes place, while also 
conveying meaning to the audience. The most essential aspect of set design is to show 
the audience where the action takes place, which might be as general as a country or 
as specific as a room within a house.Set design is also important in supporting the style 
of the production. Set Design includes backdrops/ flats and on stage set such as an 
Armchair or a coat stand. See Set Design plan below. 



Homework Task Complete?

1 Learn the keyword spellings on the terminology list by using read, cover, write, check. You will 
be tested on these during your first three weeks of your lessons. 

2 Learn the answers to these questions from Box A:
What does the text suggest giving the character of a fireman? 
What might you give the character of a business woman/man? 

3 Learn the answers to these questions from Box B: 
What might you need to include in a Set Design plan? 

4 Learn the definitions on the terminology list by using read, Cover, write, check. You will be 
tested on these during your first three weeks of your lessons. 

5 Create a costume design for one of the characters in Pantomime you learnt about last half 
term. Your design should have annotations on which provide a rationale for your decisions. 

6 Create a set design for ‘Springwest: The Musical’. Please include annotations to rationalise 
your decisions.
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